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About This Game

Furries are cute little green creatures who just love visiting strange planets.

Unfortunately, Furries are not the most intelligent of critters. They like to spend their time wandering into deadly situations
involving galactic creatures, giant pits, mountain peaks, explosions and more...

To help the Furries survive all 60 levels, you will need to rely on the laws of physics and use a whole range of different objects
such as pinball flippers, ropes, crates and cannons... in fact, just about anything can be used to help them make their way around

the planet safely and avoid ending up as the evil Furax's dinner.
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Key Features:

Full 3D graphics.

A high-colour universe that is completely out of this world!

Crazy items and physics galore!

Lots of trophies to unlock.

60 levels to save the Furries on 6 different planets!
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save the day furry. save the day furry novel. save the duck furry. save the furry potato. save the furries wii. save the furries

7\/10

You might or might not like this game. I mean, the gameplay is okay, but the graphics are kind of bad. But graphics don't really
matter that much to me. So whatever, you might or might not like this game. That is up for you to decide.

~Yiff Wolf. I saved the furries.. SAVE THEM NOW. This game isn't a game that you enjoy by playing. This is a game you buy,
forget you bought it, then scroll through your game list like once a month and see it before smirking. Or buy it and gift it to a
friend for their b-day or something.. It's like Mario Vs. Donkey Kong March Of The Minis but without Mario

I give it a

yiff\/10. This game is my suicide note.. I did it! Furries will live on forever!
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